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1. Introduction

The development of grid computing technologies (Foster & Kesselman, 2004) over the past several years has provided us a means of using and sharing heterogeneous resources over local/wide area networks, and geographically dispersed locations. This has resulted in the ability to form loosely coupled, high-performance computational environment comprising numerous scalable, fault tolerant, and platform-independent services across the entire Internet. The grid infrastructure provides a way to execute applications over autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous nodes by secure resource sharing among individuals and institutions. Typically, a user can submit jobs to a grid without necessarily knowing (or even caring) where it will be executed. It is the responsibility of the grid resource management system to distribute such jobs among a heterogeneous pool of servers, trying to optimize the resource usage and provide the best possible quality of service.

Thus, the resource matching problem is an important task in the Grid environment which involves assigning resources to tasks in order to satisfy task requirements and resource policies. This contribution presents algorithms, methods, and software for a Grid resource manager, responsible for resource brokering and scheduling in Grids. The broker selects computing resources based on actual job requirements and a number of criteria identifying the available resources, with the aim to minimize the turnaround time for the individual application.

In this chapter, we proposed Grid-JQA (Khanli & Analoui, 2006a,b) that explains in next sections. The Grid Java based Quality of service management by Active database (Grid-JQA) is a framework that aims to address the above mentioned requirements. Grid-JQA provides management for quality of service on different types of resources, including networks, CPUs, and disks. It also encourages Grid customers to specify their quality of service needs based on their actual requirements. The main goal of this system is to provide seamless access to users for submitting jobs to a pool of heterogeneous resources, and at the same time, dynamically scheduling in multi policy mode and monitoring the resource requirements for execution of applications. We proposed an optimal solution but not practical for comparing with other practical solution.

Also, we propose an aggregation formula for the QoS parameters. The formula is a unit less combination of the parameters together with weighting factors. It is shown that the formula
needs to put into a threshold consideration. A discussion on the threshold and its level is also provided. In this chapter we introduce an optimum but not practical solution for matching. The optimum method is considered for comparing other practical solutions. Main features of the resource manager include resource selection based on active database rules (Khanli & Analoui, 2008) and environmental conditions and a basic adaptation facility. The chapter is finalized by the results obtained from simulation and a comparison study. The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: In section 2 we present an overview of related work, in section 3 we introduce three methods for matching in the grid environment. We discuss a proof-of-concept implementation of a prototype and the preliminary performance results by simulation in Section 4, whereas Section 5 concludes with a summary of our work.

2. A brief history of the resource management in grid

Due to the grid computing is a dynamic and uncertainly environment, the grid system needs a resource management mechanism which provides a set of available appropriate resources for requesters. There are many resource management approaches that proposed in different grid projects and researches, but a few of them guarantee QoS. This section provides a brief description of these systems and compares some of them with our project. Foster et al. (Foster et al. 1999) propose a framework for QoS in Grid computing, called the Globus Architecture for Reservation and Allocation (GARA), which enables programmers and users to specify and manage end-to-end QoS for Grid-based applications. It also provides a uniform mechanism for making QoS reservations for different types of Grid resources, such as processors, networks and storage devices. The main drawback of GARA is its inability to support subtask management, which is one of Grid’s main goals. There are two more drawbacks in GARA: the topology of domain should be known in advance and also the resources can not publish themselves. Grid-JQA is going to address the subtask management while the topology information and resource publishing are handled management, formulating the matching problem as an object placement problem dynamically (Khanli & Analoui, 2006a,b).

Y. Han et al. (Han & Youn, 2009) proposed a new architecture that called Resource-Aware Policy Administrator (RAPA) with Service Level Agreement (SLA) to find appropriate resources. SLA operates as a contract agreed between users and resource providers in order to achieve requested QoS (Han & Youn, 2009; Document for Web Services Agreement Specification).

Chauhan & Joshi (2010a) proposed a QoS Guided Weighted Mean Time Min-Min Max-Min selective heuristic for QoS based task scheduling, In fact this work adds QoS parameters to weighted Mean Time Min-Min Max-Min Selective (WMTS) heuristic (Chauhan & Joshi, 2010b). In this method, first the meta tasks divided into high and low QoS groups, that the high QoS group contains the tasks with high requirement QoS and the other one includes the tasks with low QoS requirements. In mentioned work after mapping all tasks with high Qos requirements, the tasks with low QoS group are mapped (Chauhan & Joshi, 2010a).

Selvi Somasundaram et al. (2010) proposed a metascheduling structure that called CARE Resource Broker (CRB). For resource management they are proposed Virtual Resource Management Protocol (VRMP). In this method scheduler is responsible for choose a suitable resource between available matching resources, and Virtual resource manager is responsible for formation of virtual cluster and virtual machine (Somasundaram et al., 2010).
Darby III & Tzeng (2010) proposed a Checkpointing arrangement in Mobile Grid Computing that provide QoS through Mobile hosts. In other words current work focus on the Mobile hosts Checkpointing arrangement method that QoS is a user's application responsibility.

Rodero et al. (2010) proposed Grid broker selection strategies to resolve the broker selection problem in multiple grid scenarios (Rodero et al., 2010). They also proposed two different resource aggregation algorithms (SIMPLE and CATEGORIZED aggregation algorithms) that used for broker selection.

Javelin (Neary et al., 2000) is a Java based infrastructure for internet-wide parallel computing. The three key components of Javelin system are the clients or applications, hosts, and brokers. A client is a process seeking computing resources, a host is a process offering computing resources, and a broker is a process that coordinates the allocation of computing resources. The Javelin system can be considered a computational Grid for high-throughput computing. It has a hierarchical machine organization where each broker manages a tree of hosts. Resources are simple fixed objects with a tree namespace organization. The resources are simply the hosts that are attached to a broker. Any host that wants to be part of Javelin contacts JavelinBNS system, a Javelin information backbone that maintains the list of available brokers. The host then communicates with brokers, chooses a suitable broker, and then becomes part of the broker-managed resources. Thus the information store is a network directory implemented by JavelinBNS. Hosts and brokers update each other as a result of scheduling work. Thus, Javelin uses demand resource dissemination. The broker manages the host-tree or resource information through a heap-like data structure. Resource discovery uses the decentralized query based approach since queries are handled by the distributed set of brokers. In Javelin the burden of the subtask management and monitoring is layered on the client side. The client should also look for a broker that matches its requirements. Thus the clients are thick. Grid-JQA tries to keep the clients as thin as possible and refers the subtask management and monitoring, and the matching to the broker of the system (Khanli & Analoui, 2006a,b).

Legion (Chapin et al., 1999) takes an object-oriented approach to resource (Chapin et al., 1999). The identification of a candidate resource is performed by an object mapper, whose recommendation is then implemented by a different object. The Legion system defines a notation (Chapin et al., 1999) that is similar to classAds, although it uses an object oriented type system with inheritance to define resources, as contrasted with the simple attribute-oriented Boolean logic of classAds. Legion supports autonomy with a jurisdiction magistrate (JM), which may reject requests if the offered requests do not match the policy of the site being managed by the JM. While the JM gives a resource veto power, there is no way for a resource to describe those requests that it would rather serve (Khanli & Analoui, 2006a,b).

UDDI (Uddi.com) and eSpeak (Hewlett Packard) are two specifications being defined to enable automation of business-to-business interactions. Both systems use XML as a specification language to describe services, and define a rich framework for service discovery. Like most other systems, neither UDDI nor eSpeak exports a symmetric interface to servers and customers. Furthermore, since the emphasis in these frameworks is on service discovery and not resource allocation, the matchmaker provides a list of candidate servers to the customer, who then chooses one or more servers based on subjective criteria.

Recently, to solving the grid resource management problem, many of technologies proposed that based on matchmaking or bidding (Fig. 1). In the matchmaking (Khanli & Analoui, 2008; Litzkow et al., 1988; Liu et al., 2002; Ludwig & Reyhani, 2006; Raman et al., 1998;
Raman et al., 2003; Tangmunarunkit et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2005), there are a resource matchmaker that responsible for recording resource status. When a resource matchmaker gives job requests, executes matching algorithms to find a set of appropriate resources for request.

Another model for resource management is bidding-based model (Bubendorfer, 2006; Buyya et al., 1980; Das & Grosu, 2005; Goswami & Gupta, 2008; Kakarontzas & Savvas, 2006; Kolano, 2004; Leal et al., 2009; Smith, 1980; Wang et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2008). In this model there is no centralized matchmaker/broker. However, the bidding model has some advantages over the matchmaking one, but in this model the critical problem for resource selection is that there is no universal information to find suitable match, and requests only have deficient information (Wang et al., 2010).

The Condor (Raman et al., 2003) equivalent of an information system such as UDDI is a matchmaker that maintains a pool of ClassAds representing candidate resources and then matches each incoming request ClassAd with all candidates, returning a highest-ranked matching candidate. Redline (Liu & Foster, 2004) formulates the matching problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. These latter systems allow expression of resource groups, but they do not offer a concise method to express network topologies. Set-matching extends the ClassAds language to provide a multilateral matchmaking mechanism where the number of resources is not known a priory (Liu et al., 2002). However, the set matching mechanism is not capable of marshaling a heterogeneous mix of resources.

Our work is similar to Condor. That is the resources advertise themselves to the broker and the users send their requests to the broker. Then the broker matches the resources and the tasks by using some policies. The differences between our work and Condor are after this time. Because, after matching the broker does not interfere in Condor. And the user works with resources directly. But in our work, the broker manages the activities till the results return to the user. The disadvantage of managing broker till the end is that the broker becomes too busy. For correcting this disadvantage, we use hierarchical broker, in a way that when the broker becomes too busy, one new broker is introduced in the low level and
busy broker can send new application for execution to lower level broker. So the problem is solved by hierarchical broker.

3. Model description

Looking on the matching problem, we bring about the following solutions:
First, resources introduce themselves to all clients and each client decides where to send its request, thus matching is accomplished by the client.
Second, the clients send their request to all resources and each resource decides which request to reply, therefore matching is done in the resources.
Third, the resources introduce themselves to a broker and each client sends its request to the broker, then the broker decides how to match the requests with the resources. Here there are two possible methods, (a) after the broker finds the best matched resource; the resource and the client negotiate with each other directly. (b) The broker interferes in the process until end of job, in order to guarantee the quality of service and perform subtask management.
In this work, we implement the third mentioned solution (b). The advantages of the broker management till end are:
1. For guarantying the QoS parameters, the broker should monitor till the results return to the user.
2. May be all requested resources are not free, so application can not start execution, but in our work as soon as one resource is free, the execution of user’s task can be started. Gradually, the remained tasks can be executed when the other resources are released.
3. Adaptation is possible only in this method that the broker monitors till the end, as duplicate execution of strong tasks which are being executed in weak resources.
4. By using the broker, the user can be thin client that is the users can execute their application by PDA or Mobile handset considering the user want the power of processing like supercomputer. Because the broker manages for matching, monitoring, sending task, receiving results, and managing failed tasks, the user only sends the request and waits until it receives the results.
5. Managing failed tasks is simpler than the other methods. Because the broker can assign more priority to failed tasks and matches them as soon as possible.
6. Fault tolerance is possible. The broker can execute the tasks with more priority in duplicate mode.

4. Matching

Efficient resource selection in every resource management approach is one of the major challenges. There is one problem about matching in grid environment. Following model explains the problem:
1. The problem input
   1.1. A set of resources with their capabilities
   1.2. A set of tasks with their requirements
2. The problem output: Matching the best resource for each task
3. The problem purpose: Minimizing turnaround time
There are two managing models:
- Local
- Global
In Local model, the manager finds the best resource for each task locally regardless of other tasks. Whereas in Global model, the manager finds the proper resource for each task in relation with other tasks and the strong resource is assigned to strong task (The task is strong / weak if its requirement is high / low). Whereas in local model the manager may assign the strongest resource to first task that may be the weakest one. Therefore for the next task which may happen to be a strong task, the strong resource doesn’t exist anymore. So it is better to apply the matching management in a global model.

We propose three methods for matching. They are compared using simulation in the next section. Three methods are:

1. **Optimum**
2. **Grid-JQA**
3. **Dup Grid-JQA**

That we can consider:

- \( n \): the task number
- \( m \): the resource number
- \( k \): the number of QoS parameters

As it was explained, the resources should introduce themselves to the broker. Each introduction includes resource specifications as CPU, Memory, etc. Using schedulers, such as (Xen Scheduler Howto, 2005), a resource can assign a percentage of CPU to a given machine effectively regulating the CPU usage of the group of processes encapsulated in it. And also it includes some parameters such as the bandwidth and the delay were calculated or estimated by the broker. Finally the broker inserts the record of QoS parameters for each resource into the database. We define the vector \( q_{res} \) which gives the capabilities of a resource as follows.

\[
q_{res} = \left\{ q_{res}^1, q_{res}^2, \ldots, q_{res}^k \right\}
\]  

Generally it can be said that the client sends its request accompanied by vector of QoS parameters and the weights for the parameters as it appears in equations 2 and 3.

\[
q_{task} = \left\{ q_{task}^1, q_{task}^2, \ldots, q_{task}^k \right\}
\]

\[
W = <w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_k> \quad 0 \leq w_i \leq 1 \quad \sum_{i=1}^{k} w_i = 1
\]

Each weight is used to show the importance of each parameter. For example, if CPU is important for one task, the client will set 1 for the CPU weight and zero for the others. Note that, \( q_{res} \) and \( q_{task} \) have the same unit, and the broker compares \( q_{res} \) with \( q_{task} \) for each \( i \) from 1 to \( k \). If the resource provides the requirements needed for the task, it can be chosen as the best matched resource. We introduce satisfy operator \( \leq \). \( R_i \leq T_j \) means that the resource \( R_i \) can satisfy the task \( T_j \) and guarantees QoS parameters.

\[
R_i \leq T_j = \left( \left( \sum_{l=1}^{k} \frac{q_{res}^l}{q_{task}^l} \times w_l \right) \geq 1 \right) \quad (k = \text{the number of QoS parameters})
\]

The solution proposed here is that, we normalize the resource specification by the client requirement \( (q_{res} / q_{task}) \) and therefore the summation will be possible whereas the units of
each parameter are different such as byte, bps, Mflops. When the resource capability exceeds the task demand, \((q_{i_{\text{res}}} / q_{i_{\text{task}}})\) is more than one. Also, the client introduces a weight for each parameter to show the importance of the parameter. The weights range from 0 to 1 and the sum of all the weights is equal to one. We multiply the weight into \((q_{i_{\text{res}}} / q_{i_{\text{task}}})\) as mentioned in (4). Finally the best match resource will be the one that can provide the maximum of summation in (4).

Note that matching is done by aggregating QoS parameters which simplifies the matching method. You may say that using aggregated QoS parameters, some requirements may be neglected. This argument can be addressed by the introduction of the proper weights. If user assigns a higher weight for a QoS parameter, the requirement surely will be met.

The proposed aggregation in (4) has one more advantage, whereas the overheads and matching time is concerned. It is obvious that the matching time for aggregated QoS is a fraction of time when we do not aggregate the \(k\) parameters.

The three methods for matching are proposed by using summation in (4).

### 4.1 Optimum

Assigning \(m\) resources to \(n\) tasks is the NP complete problem. The Optimum method has time complexity \(O(n^3)\) to find the best matched resource for each task globally. Practically the Optimum method cannot be used because it has high overhead. We take into consideration the Optimum solution just for the sake of the comparison.

The problem is assigning \(m\) resources to \(n\) tasks with \(k\) QoS parameters. There are three matrices, one is \(T_{n \times k}\) matrix given by (5) for task requirements, another is \(W_{n \times k}\) matrix given by (6) for weight of requirements, and the other is \(R_{k \times m}\) matrix given by (7) for resource capabilities. These matrices are shown in below.

\[
T_{n \times k} = \begin{bmatrix} q_{1_{\text{task}}} & q_{2_{\text{task}}} & \cdots & q_{k_{\text{task}}} \\
q_{1_{\text{task}}} & q_{2_{\text{task}}} & \cdots & q_{k_{\text{task}}}
\end{bmatrix} \quad (5)
\]

\[
W_{n \times k} = \begin{bmatrix}
w_{1_{\text{task}}} & w_{2_{\text{task}}} & \cdots & w_{k_{\text{task}}} \\
w_{1_{\text{task}}} & w_{2_{\text{task}}} & \cdots & w_{k_{\text{task}}}
\end{bmatrix} \quad (6)
\]

\[
R_{k \times m} = \begin{bmatrix} q_{1_{\text{res}}} & q_{1_{\text{res}}} & \cdots & q_{1_{\text{res}}} \\
q_{2_{\text{res}}} & q_{2_{\text{res}}} & \cdots & q_{2_{\text{res}}}
\end{bmatrix} \quad (7)
\]

We define \(WdT_{n \times k}\) matrix as below.
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So, equation (4) is based on multiplying WdT<sub>r,k</sub> matrix to R<sub>k,m</sub> matrix and the result is V<sub>n,m</sub> matrix given by (9) and (10).

\[ V_{n,m} = WdT_{r,k} \times R_{k,m} \]  

(9)

\[ V_{n,m} = \begin{bmatrix} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{1}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{1}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) & \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{2}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{2}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) & \ldots & \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{k}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{k}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) \\ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{1}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{1}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) & \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{2}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{2}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) & \ldots & \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{k}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{k}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{1}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{1}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) & \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{2}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{2}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) & \ldots & \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_{k}^{\text{task}_{i}}}{q_{k}} \times q_{i}^{\text{rev}_{j}} \right) \end{bmatrix} \]  

(10)

\( V_{ij} \) shows the value of (4) for assigning resource \( j \) to task \( i \). If \( V_{ij} = 1 \), the resource \( j \) exactly will provide the task \( i \) requirements. If \( V_{ij} < 1 \), the resource \( j \) will be weaker than task \( i \) requirements. If \( V_{ij} > 1 \), the resource \( j \) will be stronger than task \( i \) requirements.

We define MAX unary operator that it gets on an \( n \times m \) matrix and produces an \( n \times 3 \) matrix. In the following, the operator semantic is explained.

\[ B_{n,3} = \text{MAX} A_{n,m} \]  

(11)

\[ B_{n,3} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{MAX} \left( A_{1,j} \right) & \text{IMAX} \left( A_{1,j} \right) & \text{True if} B_{1,1} = 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ \text{MAX} \left( A_{m,j} \right) & \text{IMAX} \left( A_{m,j} \right) & \text{True if} B_{m,1} = 0 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(12)

Max returns the maximum value for each row of operand and IMax returns the index of maximum value in each row of operand. Third column of matrix B shows that if the first column of matrix B is zero, it will be True (i.e. this row’s task is tested for matching) otherwise it will be False (i.e. this row’s task is not matched yet). So we define matrix M<sub>n,3</sub> as below:
Fig. 2 shows the Optimum algorithm that matches the best resource for each task globally. The purpose is assigning the maximum value resource for each task. Next, the algorithm finds the maximum value at each row which belongs to a task. It is possible that the resource with maximum value in one row may also be maximum in other rows. Because of that, the algorithm chooses the row (task) which has maximum value (this task has maximum requirements). If the number of matching becomes equal to number of tasks (n) (that is the all of third column of matrix M is True), then the algorithm will finish.

```plaintext
matched = 0;
V_{N*M} = WdT_{N*M} * R_{N*M};
while (matched != N) {
    M_{N*3} = [MAX] V_{N*M}
    matched = FindMatch()
}

int FindMatch() {
    int matched = 0;
    for (i = 1; i <= N; i++) {
        if (M[i,3] == false) {
            M[i,3] = true; Min = M[i,1]; Ind = M[i,2];
            for (j = i + 1; j <= N; j++) {
                if (M[j,2] == M[i,2])}{ // resource M[j,2] is max for both task i and task j
                    M[j,3] = true;
                    if (M[j,1] < Min) { //select minimum value for matching with resource M[j,2]
                        Min = M[j,1];
                        Ind = M[j,2];
                    }
                }
            } // end of finding minimum
            V[i,*] = 0; V[*,Ind] = 0; // matched task i with resource Ind
        } else matched ++;
    }
    return (matched);
}
```

Fig. 2. Optimum Algorithm

4.2 Grid-JQA
Grid-JQA has time complexity O(n) instead of O(n^3) for Optimum method and (as shown in next section by simulation), the difference between Grid-JQA and Optimum is acceptable. Grid-JQA uses threshold in (4) instead of finding maximum and minimum for each assignment (Fig. 2).
The proposed solution is that instead of using maximum, we use a threshold (Threshold in (14)). If summation is more than the Threshold, the broker will choose it as the best matched resource.

The broker starts calculating (14) for record $R_1$. It keeps calculation till finds $R_i$ that satisfies the task. So the broker assigns $R_i$ to the task. For next task to be matched, the broker starts from $R_{i+1}$ in a round robin fashion, so that all resources can be covered.

Now, the problem is "what can be the amount of the threshold?". For solving this problem, taking into consideration that the active database is used, we introduce a rule in active database for calculating threshold in relation to environmental changes.

Suppose $q_k^R$ equals $q_k^T$ for all $k$ from 1 to $n$ (i.e. the requirements of task equal the capabilities of resource), then:

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} q_k^R / q_k^T \times w_k = \sum_{k=1}^{n} 1 \times w_k = 1$$

So the minimum of threshold is 1.

If $q_k^R$ equals $P(q_k^T)$ for all $k$ from 1 to $n$, then:

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} q_k^R / q_k^T \times w_k = \sum_{k=1}^{n} P \times w_k = P$$

Therefore if we assign $P$ to the threshold, it means that the selected resource should provide $P$ times capability more than the requirements by the task.

Therefore when there are a lot of strong and free resources it is better that the broker assigns the strong resource to weak task. So the Threshold should be greater than one and the broker should select a resource precisely. In this method Grid-JQA acts like an Optimum method. But when there are a few strong resources it is better that set the threshold equal one. So the broker should select a resource as soon as it finds a free resource and the broker does not wait for strong resources.

The value of threshold is changed by a rule of active database related to the number of times that equation 14 returns true or false. In this way if the number of true is more than false, the rule should be increased threshold for finding strong resource and otherwise should be decreased threshold for assigning resource to task as soon as possible.

Next section shows that Grid-JQA is similar to Optimum using simulation. But Grid-JQA has time complexity $O(n)$ instead of time complexity $O(n^3)$ for Optimum.

### 4.3 Dup Grid-JQA

After assigning $m$ resources to $n$ tasks, definitely some tasks are executed in weak resources which results is increasing the turnaround time of entire application. Dup Grid-JQA assigns free strong resources to tasks executed in weak resources in duplicate mode. Reference (Kondo, 2005) shows that for the application with 100 tasks, 90% of the tasks are completed in about 39 minutes, but the application does not finish until 79 minutes have passed, which is almost identical to the turnaround time for a much larger application with 400 tasks.
There are two main causes of this plateau. The first cause is task failures that occur near the completion of the application. When a task fails, it must be restarted from scratch, and when this occurs near the end of the application execution, it will delay the application completion. The second cause is tasks assigned to slow resources. Once a task is assigned to a slow host, a FCFS scheduler without task preemption or replication capabilities will be forced to wait until the slow resource produces the result.

Dup Grid-JQA is a solution for the second cause. As when the 60% of execution time of application completes Dup Grid-JQA schedules remaining tasks in duplicate mode. In duplicate mode, the broker will send that results which is obtained first. Next section shows that duplicate method decreases the turnaround time significantly.

As the number of tasks gets large in comparison with the number of resources in the platform, the plateau becomes less significant, thus justifies the use of a FCFS strategy. However, for applications with a relatively small number of tasks, resource selection could improve the performance of application significantly.

5. Simulation

There are three subsections: 1) Application Definition 2) Resource definition 3) Matching methods and comparisons.

5.1 Application definition

We use XML as input language. Fig. 3 shows one example of application definition in simulation.

The random function is used to provide random number between Min and Max for each field in simulation so that the environment gets more similar to grid environment that rapidly changes.

![Fig. 3. Application Definition](www.intechopen.com)
5.2 Resource definition

Fig. 4 shows one example of resource definition by XML language. The requirement of memory must be completely satisfied by the resource, but the assignment of the memory more than requirements can not improve performance. Thus the requirement of memory is not used in aggregated QoS parameters in equation 14. Therefore the weight of bandwidth is the weight of CPU subtracted from one. The CPU power and bandwidth have a main role in improving turnaround time and if the broker assigns stronger CPU or more bandwidth, this assignment will cause the reduction of turnaround time. The application definition consists of the following fields:

1. Min/Max of CPU power requirement in cycle/sec (CpuRequestMin/Max)
2. Min/Max of CPU requirement’s weight (CpuScoreMin/Max)
3. Min/Max of memory requirement (MemoryNeedMin/Max)
4. Min/Max of bandwidth requirement (BandwidthRequestMin/Max)
5. Min/Max of the number of tasks in application (CountMin/Max)
6. Min/Max of size of tasks in cycle/sec (CpuCycleMin/Max)

```
<Resources>
  <Resource>
    <Name>r1</Name>
    <CpuPowerMin>1000</CpuPowerMin>
    <CpuPowerMax>6000</CpuPowerMax>
    <MemoryMin>400</MemoryMin>
    <MemoryMax>400</MemoryMax>
    <BandwidthMin>100</BandwidthMin>
    <BandwidthMax>100</BandwidthMax>
    <StopQueueTimeMin>100000</StopQueueTimeMin>
    <StopQueueTimeMax>1000000000</StopQueueTimeMax>
  </Resource>
</Resources>
```

The resource definition consists of the following fields:

1. Min/Max of CPU cycle capabilities in cycle/sec (CpuPowerMin/Max)
2. Min/Max of memory in KB (MemoryMin/Max)
3. Min/Max of available bandwidth from the resource to the broker (BandwidthMin/Max)
4. Min/Max of availability duration for the resource (StopQueueTimeMin/Max)

As the application definition, the random function generates the random number between Min and Max for each above fields.
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5.3 Matching methods and comparisons

In simulation we use following five methods for matching:

1. The General method that matches resources with tasks in FIFO mode (first task to first free resource) regardless of QoS parameters.
2. The Optimum method, as described in section 4.1, selects the best resources for tasks but it has time complexity $O(n^3)$.
3. The Grid-JQA, our proposed solution, does matching almost like Optimum method but it has much less time complexity ($O(n)$) than Optimum matching.
4. Dup Grid-JQA, out proposed solution, that adds new feature to Grid-JQA. This feature is duplicate execution of delayed tasks (i.e. executed in weak resources).
5. The Wait method. In all other methods, if the broker does not find the proper resource, it will assign the best available resource to task. So the task will not wait for the proper resource. But in the Wait method tasks wait until the proper resource is found.

In this simulation, we assume that the CPU cycle is from 1000 to 6000, and all resources have same amount of memory and bandwidth. The number of tasks in application is 20 and the CPU weight is 0.9. All tasks require same amount of memory and bandwidth.

We choose the CPU cycle requirement of application in range 1000 to 6000 which is similar to the range chosen for resource’s CPU cycle power. We do simulation 6 times and each time we consider the amount of CPU cycle requirement 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 and 6000. For each CPU cycle requirement, the simulation is repeated 100 times and finally we use the average turnaround time.

Fig. 5 shows the result of simulation for 6000 CPU cycle requirement with resource number from 10 (half of the task number) to 60 (three time more than the task number). After this, in all figures, horizontal axis indicates the number of the resources, and the vertical axis indicates the turnaround time in msec.

The simulation results show that:

1. Executing in weak resource in comparison with waiting to proper resource produces less turnaround time.
2. For strong requirement Grid-JQA is like Optimum method. Because, if Grid-JQA does not find the proper resource, it will assign the best resource as like Optimum.
3. General method does not change after 20 free resources, because it uses the 20 first free resources.
4. Dup Grid-JQA has minimum turnaround time when the number of free resource is from 10 (half of the task number) to 30 (1.5 times more than the task number). Because there are some tasks executed in weak resources (e.g. 1000-2000 CPU cycle/sec), they can find chance of executing in strong resources (e.g. 5000-6000 CPU cycle/sec). So the turnaround time is decreased.
5. When the number of free resources is less than the number of tasks, the Optimum method and Grid-JQA do not have better performance than the General method. They improve the results when the number of free resources gets more than the number of tasks. This situation is more likely because we suppose the environment has a lot of free resources (e.g. Internet).
6. Also, when the number of free resources is more than two times of the task number, the results are not improving.

Comparing below figures, we can find following results:

1. Most of the time, Grid-JQA has less turnaround time than Wait method (figures 5, 6, and 10). Only when the CPU cycle request is low (e.g. 2000 and 3000) and the number of free resource is from 10 (half of the task number) to 30 (1.5 times more than the task number).
Fig. 5. 6000 CPU cycle request

Fig. 6. 5000 CPU cycle request

Fig. 7. 4000 CPU cycle request
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Fig. 8. 3000 CPU cycle request

Fig. 9. 2000 CPU cycle request

Fig. 10. 1000 CPU cycle request
number), the Wait method has less turnaround time (Figures 8 and 9). So executing in weak resource is better than waiting for proper resource.

2. Comparing Grid-JQA and Optimum method shows that they are same for strong request (e.g. 4000-6000) in fig. 5, 6 and 7. The difference for 3000 CPU cycle request is ignorable. The difference between Grid-JQA and Optimum is for low requests (e.g. 1000-2000) that Optimum method has less turnaround time than Grid-JQA. But two points should be noted: First the user has low request so the execution time is longer and if the user wants less execution time, it should require more capabilities. Second, in this simulation the threshold is one, but as explained before, the threshold can be changed dynamically in relation to environment changes so Grid-JQA can be similar to Optimum method. For example if the CPU cycle request is 1000 and the threshold is 2, as shown in fig. 11 the difference between Grid-JQA and Optimum will be decreased. By increasing the threshold, the difference decreases. So with changing the threshold, Grid-JQA approaches to Optimum method.

3. Grid-JQA, our proposed solution, can provide the results close to the Optimum method and has the advantage of time complexity $O(n)$ instead of $O(n^3)$.

4. Most of the time Dup Grid-JQA has less turnaround time in comparison with other methods. And also it has less cost in comparison with retrying and check pointing. Finally, we do simulation 100 times with resources randomly between (1000 – 6000) and application with requests randomly between (1000 – 6000) with 20 tasks. Fig. 12 shows the results of this simulation.

Final results are:

1. Wait method has not better performance and starting execution in available resource is better than waiting for a suitable resource.

2. Adaptation (Dup Grid-JQA) has good results that is tasks executed in weak resources, can be executed in duplicate mode in strong resources. And the broker uses the results produced sooner.

So Dup Grid-JQA is suitable and reliable method for matching in grid environment.

![Fig. 11. 1000 cpu cycle request with threshold is 2](www.intechopen.com)
6. Conclusions

This chapter discusses the matching methods in grid environment when QoS parameters are concerned. The Optimum method for matching n tasks with m resources is proposed by using matrices formalism. Grid-JQA and Dup Grid-JQA are proposed and compared with Optimum method.

Three heuristic approaches have been designed and compared via simulations to match tasks which take into account the QoS requested by the tasks, and at the same time, to minimize the tasks makespan as much as possible.

The Optimum method has time complexity $O(n^3)$ that is decreased to $O(n)$ by using Grid-JQA with ignorable differences. The Dup Grid-JQA resource selection selects resources based on threshold scheduling and fault tolerance by duplicating the execution of failed tasks or delayed tasks. The simulation shows that Dup Grid-JQA performs best.

Meanwhile, the Wait method is evaluated and the simulation results show that executing in available resource has better performance than waiting for proper resource. Finally, Dup Grid-JQA has minimum turnaround time and it is the best solution for matching in grid environment.

In future, we plan to implement our resource manager as a part of the Globus Toolkit and to do various experiments to measure the efficiency of the resource manager and job duplication. Also, we will investigate ways to select the best value of the threshold.
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